MUST/MUST HAVE

= 90% GUESS

(MUSTA)

meaning       present       past

(guess)       must         must have

(necessary)   must
              have to       had to
              need to      needed to

“must have” is only for past guesses   !!!
Guesses with MUST

Make guesses about the following situations using must.

Example: Jim needs a loan to pay his tuition.

- Jill’s father must not earn a lot of money.
- Jim must think that education is important.

1. You see a fire truck with flashing red lights stop at a nearby building.

2. You notice that there are a lot of advertisements and TV commercials in the United States for dog and cat food.

3. Yesterday your classmate had a headache and felt tired. Today he is not in class.

4. You receive your telephone bill, and it lists two calls to Chicago. You don’t know anyone in Chicago.

5. A famous university requires a TOEFL® test score of 600 for all graduate students.

6. A coffee shop near campus is always crowded—day and night.

7. Most graduates of the Computer Science Department at Hoopersburg State University get good jobs after graduation.

8. As you drive by the baseball stadium one afternoon, you notice a lot of traffic and parked cars.

9. An apartment house in your neighborhood has a private swimming pool and tennis courts.

10. One of your classmates jogs 7 miles every day.